Software maintainers are faced with the task of regression testing: retesting a modified program on an often large number of test cases. The cost of regression testing can be reduced if the size of the program that must be retested is reduced and if old test cases and old test results can be reused. Tw o complimentary algorithms for reducing the cost of regression testing are presented. The first produces a program called differences that captures the semantic change between certified,apreviously tested program, and modified,achanged version of certified.I tis more efficient to test differences,b ecause it omits unchanged computations. The program differences is computed using a combination of program slices.
INTRODUCTION
Software maintainers are faced with the task of regression testing: the process of retesting software after a modification. This process may involverunning the modified program on a large number of test cases, even after a small change. Although the effort required to makeas mall change may be minimal, the effort required to recertify the modified program after such a change may be substantial.
In a recent analysis of regression test-case selection techniques, Rothermel and Harrold define regression testing as a task "performed on a modified program to instill confidence that changes are correct and have not adversely affected unchanged portions of the program [36] ."O ne form of regression testing focuses on the automatic selection of test cases based on the code of the original and modified programs. Such techniques are referred to as code based techniques. Rothermel and Harrold identify twok inds of code based techniques: minimization techniques attempt to test the changed parts of the program with a minimal number of tests while safe coverage techniques attempt to select all tests that may test the changed parts of the program.
This paper presents twoc ode based algorithms for reducing the cost of regression testing. Both algorithms use (safe approximations to) language semantics to identify run-time behavior of program components (program behavior is formalized in Section 3). The first algorithm can reduce the complexity of the program on which test cases must be rerun: givenap rogram certified,w hich passes some test suite, and a modified version of this program, modified,i tp roduces a smaller program differences that captures the behavior of modified that is different from the behavior of certified.
The second algorithm is a code based test-case selection algorithm with both a minimization and a safe coverage variant. It can reduce the cost of testing by reusing test cases and test results from certified's testing. Test case reuse involves identifying existing test cases that test newc omponents in modified. Test results (i.e.,t he fact the certified passed a test) are reused by identifying test cases that have the same behavior in certified and modified.R eusing test cases avoids the costly construction of new test cases. Reusing test results avoids the expense of running modified on test cases for which it can be guaranteed that modified and certified will produce the same results. Thus, rather than retesting the large program modified with a large number of test cases it is possible to certify modified by running the smaller program differences on a smaller number of test cases.
Recent trends in software engineering (e.g.,O OP), which encourage the use of manys mall procedures, makei te ssential that algorithms for reducing the cost of regression testing handle the interprocedural impact of changes. To identify reusable test cases and test results in a program with procedures and procedure calls, we introduce the notion of common execution patterns,a ni nterprocedural extension of equivalent execution patterns [1] . Common execution patterns capture the semantic (not syntactic) differences and similarities between program components.
The algorithms presented in this paper makeuse of program slicing [38, 19] . Aslice, taken with respect to a program component p and a variable v,includes all statements of the program that may affect the computation of v at p.T oidentify statements that have common execution patterns a newkind of interprocedural slice, called a calling context slice,i si ntroduced. This slice captures the behavior of a statement on a particular invocation of its procedure. Thus, it contains fewer program components than an interprocedural slice, but more than an intraprocedural slice. One advantage of this is that the algorithm can better handle multiple changes to certified.P revious approaches, for example [16, 29] , makethe assumption that a test case exercises the same components in certified and modified.H owev er, a change in one computation might affect the path taken by a test case and invalidate this assumption.
Certified's test cases are assumed to provide adequate coverage. A set of tests T is judged adequate with respect to some test data adequacy criterion if it satisfies some coverage metric for the program [1, 26, 10, 32, 21] . Forexample, one metric is the all-statement criteria. Test suite T satisfies this criteria for program P,ife very reachable statement in P is executed by at least one of the tests in T .T he test-case selection algorithm presented in this paper selects a reduced number of test cases by avoiding test cases that will produce the same outcome in modified and certified;thus, the algorithm assists the tester to achieve coverage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some background material. Sections 3 and 4 present the main technical contributions of this paper: Section 3 defines "semantic difference" in the presence of procedures and procedure calls and describes the algorithm for computing differences.S ection 4 describes the test-case selection algorithm. Illustrations of these algorithms are presented in Section 5 followed by a discussion of related work in Section 6. Finally,S ection 7 contains a summary.
BACKGROUND
This section first discusses the controlled regression testing assumption [36] . It then discusses the language supported by the algorithms and that used in the examples. Finally,itprovides background material on the system dependence graph (the intermediate representation use by both algorithms) and interprocedural slicing [19] , and the use of test data adequacycriterion in testing software [39, 1] .
Controlled Regression Testing Assumption
The controlled regression testing assumption deals with the relationship between a program'st ext, formal semantics, and runtime behavior.T he algorithms giveni nS ections 3 and 4 relate the formal semantics of certified, modified,and differences based on their text. These relationships extend to runtime behavior only under a deterministic computational model where each time a program is executed on the same input, it produces the same output. This model may be violated, in practice, when a program is ported to a different processor or a machine with a different amount of memory.F urthermore, it may be violated on a single machine if the location at which a program is loaded changes the program'sbehavior or if differences requires less memory than modified and consequently passes a test on which modified would run out of memory.
To facilitate comparisons with other work, we reuse the following assumption (the notation is that used in this paper). [36] ). When modified is tested with [test suite] T ,w eh old all factors that might influence the output of modified,e xcept for the code in modified constant with respect to their states when we tested certified with T .
ASSUMPTION (Controlled Regression Testing Assumption
In the sequel, we use the phrase "guarantees" to mean "guarantees givent he controlled regressing testing assumption."
Language
The language supported by the algorithms presented in Sections 3 and 4 is not specified. The algorithms use program slicing as a primitive operation. Theycan be applied to anylanguage for which a slicing algorithm exists. For example, a prototype of the differencing algorithm from Section 3 has been built for the C language using the slicer Unravel [25] .
In contrast, to simplify the presentation, the language used in the examples is a flat imperative ("C"-like) language with recursive procedures where parameters are passed by value-result. It contains only simple control structures such as if statements and while loops. It contains only simple variables, no reference variables or pointers. Furthermore, we assume programs contain no calls to non-existent procedures (i.e., that programs are complete) and have noglobal variables.
The System Dependence Graph and Interprocedural Slicing
Programs are represented by System Dependence Graphs (SDGs). An SDG is a collection of procedure dependence graphs (PDGs) connected by interprocedural control-and flow-dependence edges. The vertices of a PDG represent the components (statements and predicates) of the procedure. In addition, each PDG contains a distinguished vertexcalled the entry vertex.T he edges of a PDG represent the control and dataflowdependences between components. In addition, at call sites, there are transitive dependence edges that summarize transitive dependences induced by called procedures. The dependence edges in a PDG are a safe approximation to the semantic dependences found in the program [31] , which are in general not computable and therefore must be approximated.
In order to correctly handle input and output statements, input and output are modeled as streams: the statement " print(stream, x)" is treated as an assignment "stream = append (stream, x) ."T he use of streams connects (transitively) all print statements using the same stream with flowdependence edges, but allows different streams to be independent. Symmetrically,r eading from an input stream removesad ata value from the input stream, which modifies the stream. This stream model correctly handles changes such as the deletion of a print statement.
PDGs are connected at call-sites to form the SDG. Va lue-result parameter passing, which involves copying actuals to formals, invoking the called procedure, and then copying formals back to actuals, is represented by a set of vertices for each parameter.T he copying of values between actual parameter a and formal parameter f is modeled using temporary variables f in and f out ( f out is included only if f is modified by the call) as four assignment vertices: an actual-in vertexl abeled " f in : = a"; a formal-in vertexl abeled " f : = f in "; a formal-out vertexl abeled " f out : = f "; and an actual-out vertexl abeled "a : = f out ". Interprocedural flowd ependence edges connect corresponding actual-in and formal-in vertices, and corresponding formal-out and actual-out vertices; an interprocedural control dependence edge connects each call-site vertextothe entry vertexofthe called-procedure (see Figure 1 ).
Backward and forward slices are used by the algorithms presented in Sections 3 and 4. A backward slice of SDG G,taken with respect to a set of vertices S,contains those vertices of G whose components potentially affect the components represented in S.Abackward slice can be computed using twopasses over G. Example.F igure 1 shows a program and part of its SDG. The slice of this SDG taken with respect to formal-in vertexl abeled "y out = y"i ss hown in Figure 2 . (The stream "standard-out" is assumed in all the examples.)
The significance of a backward slice is that it is a semantically meaningful decomposition of a program. This allows portions of a program'sb ehavior to be identified, isolated, and compared using backward slices. Figure1. An example system that sums the numbers 1 to 10 and parto fi ts SDG (only the PDGs for A and Add are shown).
Aforward slice is the dual of the backward slice: whereas a backward slice includes those program components that potentially affect a givencomponent, a forward slice includes those components that are potentially affected by a givenc omponent. As with backward slicing, an interprocedural forward slice of G taken with respect to S can be computed using twopasses. In aforward slice, however, edges are traversed from source to target. Pass 1, denoted by f1(G, S), starts from all vertices in S and goes forwards along the edges of the SDG but does not descend to called procedures. Pass 2, denoted by f2(G, S), starts from all vertices reached in Pass 1 and goes forwards along the edges of the SDG without ascending to calling procedures. The result of an interprocedural forward slice is the set of vertices encountered during Pass 1 and Pass 2: f (G, S) = df f2(G, f1(G, S)).
Te st Data Adequacy Criter ia
Atest data adequacycriterion is a minimum standard that a test suite for a program must satisfy.A nexample is the all-statements criterion, which requires that all statements in a program must be executed by at least one test case in the test suite. Satisfying an adequacycriterion provides some confidence that the test suite does a reasonable job of testing the program.
Test suite adequacycriteria can be divided into at least three groups: control-flowbased criteria (e.g.,allstatements), data-flowb ased criteria [39] , and program dependence graph based criteria [1] . While the techniques discussed in Section 4 are applicable to anyo ft hese, theyw ork more naturally with criteria from the dependence graph group. We therefore consider the all-vertices and all-flow-edges criteria in Section 4 as representative examples. These twoa re introduced below, but first, to relate them to the other groups, consider the following relationships [1] :
(1) The dependence graph criterion all-vertices is equivalent to the control-flowcriterion all-statements.
(2) The all-flow-edges criterion subsumes the data-flowcriterion all-c-uses/some-p-uses (c-uses are computational uses and p-uses are predicate uses). represents an assignment to variable x,isexercised if u is exercised; then no definition of x that lies on the control flowgraph path taken from u to v is exercised, and finally v is exercised.
DEFINITION (All-Vertices Criterion

COMPUTING differences
This section contains four technical contributions: (1) A definition of "semantic difference" in the presence of procedures. (2) An algorithm for computing AP(modified, certified): the set of affected points,t hose components of modified that may exhibit different behavior in modified and certified. (3) An algorithm for computing ∆(modified, certified): the set of modified's components needed to capture the behavior of the components in AP(modified, certified). (4) An algorithm for constructing the program differences:anexecutable program that can be proven to capture the semantic differences between modified and certified.T his proof is a slight modification of the correctness proof givenin [3] .
This section concludes with a recap of the algorithm and an example illustrating how differences alone can reduce the cost of regression testing.
Defining Semantic Difference and Affected Points
Before defining "semantic difference" it is necessary to identify a correspondence between the components of certified and modified and to define an appropriate language semantics. The components of a program are the parts of the program represented by vertices in the program'sS DG. A correspondence between them can be obtained using a syntactic matching algorithm such as Yang's [43] or Laski and Szermer's [23] . It can also be maintained using a special editor that maintains statement tags. Such editors can be created by MENTOR [12] , GANDALF [28] , and the Synthesizer Generator [33] . The effect of the precision of this correspondence on the differencing algorithm is an area of future work. (Where necessary in the figures of this paper,t his correspondence is represented by annotating programs with labels. See, for example, Figure 3 .)
In addition to final output, we need to reason about the internal state of the computation; thus, the semantics of a program is defined in terms of the "sequence of values" produced by each component. The "sequence of values" produced by a program component means the following: for an assignment statement or parameter vertex, the sequence of values assigned to the target variable; for an input statement, the sequence of values read in; for a predicate, the sequence of boolean values to which the predicate evaluates; and, for an output statement, the sequence of values output.
This sequence alone is sufficient in the absence of procedures, but in the presence of procedures and procedure calls it provides too coarse a definition. Consider,f or example, programs 1 and 2 from Figure 3 . Intuitively,t hese programs are semantically equivalent since the twoc alls to Add are independent. Howev er, the sequences of values produced by the program components in Add depend on the order of the calls to Add and are consequently different.
In the presence of procedures, it is necessary to consider the sequence produced in different calling contexts: DEFINITION (Calling Context). The calling context for procedure P (or a component in procedure P)isthe sequence of call-sites that correspond to activation records currently on the stack when a particular activation of P is begun.
Amore refined definition of program semantics, which accounts for calling context, is obtained using the concept of roll-out-the exhaustive in-line expansion of call statements to produce a program without procedure calls. Each expansion step replaces a call statement with a new scope statement that contains a copy of the body of the called procedure. Scope statements are parameterized by assignment statements that makeexplicit the transfer of values between actual and formal parameters. To preservethe correspondence between twoprograms, each statement of a newscope is givenacompound label constructed from the label of the replaced call site and the label of the copied statement (see Figure 4 ). In the presence of recursion, roll-out leads to an infinite program. (The meaning of an infinite program is defined by the least upper bound of the meanings of the finite programs that approximate it [37] .) DEFINITION (Program Meaning). The meaning of program P maps each component of P to a set of sequences of values. For component c,t his set contains the sequences produced by the occurrence of c in roll-out(P). Each element of this set is produced in a distinct calling context. Because rolled-out programs have nop rocedure calls, the semantic differences between twor olled-out programs can be defined in terms of sequences of values. The semantics of twoprograms can be related by the semantics of their roll-outs because the roll-out operation is semantics-preserving [3] . It should be emphasized that no roll-outs, which may produce infinite programs, are actually performed. The roll-out concept is used only as a conceptual device to help formulate the semantic differences between twop rograms.
Example.F igure 4 shows the roll-outs of Programs 1 and 2 from Figure 3 . Forthese programs, defining semantic difference using roll-out produces the intuitively correct result that the twoare semantically equivalent. This is because corresponding occurrences of "a : = a + b"( those with the same compound label) compute the same sequence of values.
We can nowdefine the set of affected points. To correctly account for the computations represented by affected points, it is necessary to partition this set into strongly affected points and weakly affected points.W hereas an affected point potentially exhibits changed behavior in some calling context, a strongly affected point potentially exhibits changed behavior in all calling contexts. Strongly affected points in a procedure P are caused by changes in P and the procedures called by P,b ut not procedures that call P.Aweakly affected point is an affected point that is not strongly affected. Weakly affected points in procedure P are caused by changes in procedures that call P, butnot by changes in P or in procedures P calls: DEFINITION (Strongly Affected Points). Component c in procedure P of modified is a strongly affected point ifft here is no corresponding component in certified or corresponding occurrences of c in roll-out(modified)a nd roll-out(certified)c ompute different sequences of values when corresponding scopes for procedure P are invokedwith the same initial state (i.e.,inv okedwith the same initial values for P's formal parameters).
DEFINITION (Affected Points
)
DEFINITION (Weakly Affected Points). Component c of modified is a weakly affected point if it is an
affected point but not a strongly affected point.
Computing Affected Points
This section describes howtocompute safe approximations to the sets of affected points, strongly affected points, and weakly affected points (denoted AP(modified, certified), SAP(modified, certified), and WAP(modified, certified), respectively). The sets SAP(modified, certified)and WAP(modified, certified)a re then used in the next section to compute ∆(modified, certified)the sub-graph of modified's SDG that captures the computation of the affected points.
Since determining anyn on-trivial property of a program is undecidable, anya lgorithm for identifying semantic differences must be approximate. The algorithms discussed in the paper are safe: theyc orrectly identify all semantically changed components of the program but might also identify unchanged components of the program as changed. Anycomponent not identified as changed is guaranteed to have the same behavior in certified and modified.
First, a safe approximation of the set of affected points is computed by taking an f (full forward) slice with respect to a special subset of the affected points called the directly affected points (DAPs):
Foradiscussion of whyinterprocedural edges are ignored in this definition see [7] . In addition to obvious cases of newc omponents, edge changes result, for example, when a program component is movedf rom within a control structure to outside the control structure or from one branch of an if statement to the other. The first changes the source of the edge; the second changes the edge'slabel (from true to false or false to true).
The set AP(modified, certified)contains all the affected points:
Recall that a strongly affected point from procedure P is affected by a change in P or a procedure (transitively) called by P.C onsistent with this observation, SAP(modified, certified)isdefined using an f1 (forward Pass 1) slice. An f1 slice taken with respect to a vertexinP(or a procedure called by P)does not descend into called procedures. The set SAP(modified, certified)c ontains all the strongly affected points.
DEFINITION.
SAP(modified, certified) = df f1(G modified , DAP(modified, certified)).
Finally, WAP(modified, certified)contains all the weakly affected points (the affected points that are not strongly affected):
Constr ucting ∆(modified, certified)
The operator ∆ applied to modified and certified produces a subgraph of G modified containing all the components necessary to capture the behavior of the components in AP(modified, certified).
As expressed below, ∆ is defined in twop arts: one part captures changes associated with strongly affected points; the other captures changes associated with weakly affected points:
(1) Because the execution behavior at each strongly affected point v is potentially modified in every calling context in which v is executed, it is necessary to incorporate all of v's possible calling contexts in ∆.T his is accomplished by taking a b slice with respect to v. (2) Because the execution behavior at each weakly affected point v is potentially modified only in some calling contexts in which v is executed, it is necessary only to incorporate some of v's possible calling contexts in ∆.S ince the vertices of the call sites that makeu pt he calling contexts in which v has potentially modified execution behavior are themselves affected points, it is only necessary to takeab2 slice with respect to v.
This second point deserves some clarification. Suppose v is a weakly affected point. A b2 slice with respect to v will only include vertices in P and procedures called by P.I tdoes not include anyv ertices in procedures that call P.I nitially this may seem incorrect because some calling context must have changed. However, atl east one of the call site, actual-in, or actual-out vertices associated with anyc hanged calling context would itself be an affected point; thus, anychanged calling context for P will also be included in ∆ as desired.
Putting the twoparts of ∆ together produces the following definition of ∆(modified, certified).
Operationally,each of the twomain terms in the definition of ∆ represents three linear-time passes overthe SDG of modified.D uring each pass, only certain kinds of edges are traversed.
Example.F igure 5 shows the twop arts of ∆(modified, certified)c omputed from modified and certified shown in the figure. In this example, DAP(modified, certified)contains the new assignment statement "t : = 2" and the actual-in vertexfor t at the second call site on Q in P (this vertexhas different incoming flowd ependence edges: in G certified it has an edge from the vertexl abeled "t : = 1," while in G modified it has an edge from the vertexl abeled "t : = 2"). These twop oints are also the only strongly affected points; thus, the first part of ∆(modified, certified),
Figure5 . The third and four th columns showt he twop ar ts of ∆(modified, certified) computed from programs certified and modified shown in the first twocolumns.( The boxindicates the modification made in modified.) The union of these twop rograms (really their SDGs) yields a program( SDG) that captures the changed computations of modified with respect to certified.T his union is shown in the rightmost column. SAP(modified, certified) ) includes all calling contexts for procedure P.T he weakly affected points are the formal-in vertexf or z in procedure Q,a nd the assignment statement "t2 : = z". Therefore, the second part of ∆(modified, certified), b2(G modified , WAP(modified, certified)), includes the necessary parts of procedure Q without including anycall sites on Q.T ogether these twoparts capture all the affected calling contexts in modified:the one modified calling context for Q and all the calling contexts for P.
Computing differences from ∆
To produce the program differences from the SDG ∆(modified, certified)r equires making ∆(modified, certified) feasible.( An infeasible SDG is not the SDG of anyp rogram.) This is done in twosteps that remove interprocedural infeasibilities [5] and intraprocedural infeasibilities [18, 9] . Once ∆(modified, certified)isfeasible, it is reconstituted into a program that has ∆(modified, certified)a si ts SDG. This is done by projecting the statements of modified that are represented in ∆(modified, certified). In other words, the statements of differences are the statements of modified represented by vertices in ∆(modified, certified)a nd these statements appear in differences in the same order and at the same nesting levelasinmodified.
Recap
Putting all the pieces together,acomplete algorithm for computing the semantic differences between modified and certified appears in Figure 6 . The significance of the program differences is that it can be used to reduce the cost of regression testing by reducing the size of the program that test cases must be run on. If ∆(modified, certified)d oes not contain a parameter mismatch, then the differencing algorithm is a special case of the program integration algorithm developed in [7] . In this case, the proof of correctness for the integration algorithm implies the correctness of the differencing algorithm. Otherwise, if ∆(modified, certified)c ontains a parameter mismatch, then minor modifications to the correctness proof for the integration algorithm imply the correctness of the differencing algorithm [5] . Illustration 1inSection 5 demonstrates the use of differences.
Figure6. The function Difference takes as input twoprograms certified and modified and produces the program differences that captures the semantic differences between modified and certified.
TEST CASE SELECTION
This section describes howtest cases from certified's test suite are selected. Before doing so this section first introduces the notion of common execution patterns.I tt hen describes howt he components of modified are partitioned and howt hese partitions are used to perform test-case selection. It then discusses the computation of these partitions using calling-context slices,a nd finally,p resents a recap of the complete test-case selection algorithm. Program differences can be run with these tests to recertify modified.
Common Execution Patter ns
Common execution patterns extend equivalent execution patterns [1] to programs that contain procedures and procedure calls. This definition and the following definition of common execution patterns assume that both programs terminate normally.Aprogram may fail to terminate normally if it contains a non-terminating loop or if a fault occurs, such as division by zero. If one program fails to terminate normally,i tm ay not get (or get back to) the component being tested; thus, that component would execute fewer times in the non-terminating program. The extension of these definitions to handle the additional three cases involving one or both programs not terminating is straitforward. Bates and Horwitz detail this extension for equivalent execution patterns [1] .
Equivalence of execution patterns is too strong in the presence of procedures; thus, equivalent execution patterns, while safe, prove too coarse in the presence of procedures and procedure calls. Fore xample, if a call on procedure P is added, none of P's components can be safely determined to have equivalent execution patterns; however, theym ay have common execution patterns. Common execution patterns require equivalent execution patterns to exist in some (but not all) calling contexts: DEFINITION (Common Execution Patterns). Components c 1 of procedure P 1 and c 2 of procedure P 2 have common execution patterns if there exists calling contexts CC 1 from P 1 and CC 2 from P 2 in which c 1 and c 2 have equivalent execution patterns.
Recall that a vertexi se xercised when the corresponding statement is executed. A flowe dge is exercised when the source and target of the flowedge are exercised and the definition at the source reaches the target.
PA RTITIONING OF modified's COMPONENTS
To facilitate the test-case selection algorithm developed in Section 4.3, the components of modified are divided into four partitions. It should be noted that the meaning of "component" varies depending on the testing criteria. Fort he twoc riteria considered below( all-vertices and all-flowe dges), a component is a vertexoraflow-edge, respectively.
The four partitions are affected, deleted, new,a nd preserved. New and deleted components are easily computed givent he mapping between the statements of certified and modified. The bulk of the work in the computation of the set affected is done in the computation of the set of affected points AP.F inally,t he preserved components are those components that are not in affected, deleted,ornew.F or the all-vertices and all-flow-edges these sets are defined in Table 1 . Example.F igure 7 illustrates these four sets for the all-flow-edges criterion.
Te st Case Selection
We now describe howtest cases are selected for each of the four partitions.
Components of preserved and deleted
Test cases that only exercise preserved or deleted components need not be rerun (test cases that exercise only deleted components can be removedf rom the test suite). Assuming that for a small change, most test cases test preserved components, not rerunning these test cases should significantly reduce the cost of regression testing.
[5]
[6]
Figure7. Program" Cer tified" has a bug in it: a rather than b appears in the if statement (the auxiliaryf unction pow takes only positivep ow ers). For illustration purposes,a ssume the only directly affected point of modified is the predicate of the if statement (in fact statements [4] and [5] are also DAPs because they have new incoming control dependence edges). The affected points of modified are all the ver tices subordinate to the if statement (which are reachable from the if statement via control dependence edges), and statement [6] , which can be reached via a flowd ependence edge from affected points [4] and [5] . Because their targets are affected points,a ll the flowd ependence edges to the twoc alls on procedure pow are in affected. 
Components of affected
The mistakemost often made when considering an affected component a is to assume that a test case t that tests a in certified continues to test a in modified.T he problem with this is that one of the changes to certified may have altered the components exercised by t.F or example, replacing "≤"with "<" in "if x ≤ 0" changes the path through the if statement that a test case with x = 0w ould take. Toa void this mistake, components are matched by common execution pattern to identify appropriate test cases. This is facilitated by the auxiliary function exercises:
DEFINITION (Exercises). Exercises(t)m aps test case t to the set of components exercised when certified is run on t.
Similar to new components, identifying test cases for an affected component a begins by identifying test cases that exercise a component c of certified such that a and c have common execution patterns. Let T be the set of all test cases t for which c ∈ exercises(t)and c and a have a common execution pattern.
All tests in T exercise a;h owev er, not all test cases in T must be rerun. Component a is an affected point because its computation is reached by the computation of a directly affected point (DAP). Thus, test cases for modified that execute a,but do not execute a DAP need not be rerun. Only test cases that exercise both a and a DAP are chosen by the test case selection algorithm; test cases that involve a butnoD AP will behave the same in certified and modified.
Example.C onsider twocalls on a procedure. If an affected component c in the called procedure is created by a change at the first call-site, then tests involving (only) calls from the second call-site need not be rerun. Figure 8 . In this example the vertexr epresenting statement [9] is in affected.A lthough both test cases exercise this vertex, only test t 1 causes a DAP to be executed. Test case t 2 is guaranteed to produce the same result in certified and modified and therefore does not need to be rerun.
Example.C onsider the programs shown in
Note that if the statement "read(a)" is replaced by "a = 2" in Figure 8 , then "read(b)" would be a directly affected point because of the stream model used for input. This not only illustrates the use of the stream model, but also demonstrates howt he algorithm handles deletions ("read(a)" was deleted) from certified.
Af urther reduction in the number of test cases to be rerun is possible if, with each affected component, the set of the DAPs that cause the component to be in affected is kept. This set is used to weed out test cases that exercise c and only DAPs that do not affect c.S uch test cases produce the same results in modified and certified.T his further identification may not prove tobecost effective. [7] , [8] , and [9] Figure8 . This example assumes all-ver tices coverage.T he "certified" program, which should print c* a b , has a bug in it: when b is less than zero,t he result of pow(a, − b) should be inverted. The fix introduces DAPs [5] and [6] ( [6] has different incoming flowd ependence edges in certified and modified), and affected points [5] , [6] , and [9] . While the execution of test case t 2 includes affected point [9] , this case need not be rerun because it tests [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , and [9] which does not include a DAP.
Identifying Components with Common Execution Patter ns
Identifying components with common execution patterns is undecidable; therefore, in practice we must find as afe approximation. This section describes one such approximation for partitioning the components of certified and modified into equivalence classes based on common execution patterns. The algorithms uses calling context slices: DEFINITION (Calling-Context Slice). A calling-context slice,taken with respect to vertex v and calling context CC,includes those statements necessary to capture the computation of v in calling context CC,b ut no other calling contexts.
Thus, a calling-context slice contains less of the program than an interprocedural slice, but more of the program than an intraprocedural slice.
An algorithm that computes calling-context slices is shown in Figure 9 . This algorithm uses b2 (second pass) interprocedural slices, which include the necessary statements in a procedure (and called procedures), buti gnore calling procedures. By repeatedly taking b2 slices back through the call-sites that makeu pt he calling-context, only those parts of the program that contribute to the execution of the statement represented by v in calling context CC are included.
Common execution patterns depend on the number of times a component is exercised in a givenc alling context. The number of times component c is exercised is determined by the behavior of the components on which c is control dependent. Calling context slices with respect to these components are used to identify components with common execution patterns as follows: for a vertex v,i ti ss ufficient to capture the complete execution behavior of the vertexu pon which v is control dependent. This is done by taking the calling-context slice with respect to v's control predecessor.F or a flowedge u → f v,itisnecessary for u, v,a nd all intervening definitions of the variable defined at u to have equivalent execution patterns in the same common calling context. This is done by taking the union of the calling-context slices with respect to the control predecessors of these vertices using the same calling-context in each slice. It is shown in [6] 
Complete Algorithm
The complete algorithm for test-case selection is shown in Figure 10 . It has twoo utputs: the subset of certified's test cases to be rerun and the components of modified not guaranteed to be covered by anyo fcertified's test cases. Reusing test cases avoids the costly construction of newt est cases. Reusing test results avoids the expense of testing modified on test cases for which it can be guaranteed that modified and certified will produce the same results.
This algorithm can be combined with the program differences to reduce both the number of test cases that must be rerun and the size of the program theymust be run on. The semantic properties of slices allowustoprove the algorithm'scorrectness [6] . 1 Tw o slices are isomorphic if their induced subgraphs are isomorphic.T he subgraph of graph G induced by vertices V contains V and the edges of G whose endpoints are in V .T wo (induced sub)graphs G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic iffthe following conditions are satisfied: (1) There is a 1-to-1 mapping g from the vertexs et of G 1 onto the vertexs et of G 2 and for every v in G 1 , v and g(v)h av e the same text. (2) There is a 1-to-1 mapping h from the edge set of G 1 onto the edge set of G 2 and for every edge e in G 1 , e and h(e)are of the same type (e.g.,both control edges, or both flowedges, etc.) and have the same label.
When G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic or when we are trying to prove G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic, for brevity,wewill say v and g(v)are the same vertexand e and h(e)are the same edge. Figure1 0. Function TestCaseSelection returns the set of certified's test cases that must be rerun and the set of components from modified forw hich the algorithms can find no test cases in certified's test suite.A ss tated, the algorithms has quadratic worst case running time.T his can be improvedb yc omputing, in a liner time preprocessing step,a ll components with common execution patterns.T his computation marks certain directly affected points as "tainted" and then propagates taints using forward slices.T he resulting algorithm has linear worst case running time.
The algorithm in Figure 10 is an example of a minimization technique [36] . It attempts to select a minimal set of tests that coverall modified components. In addition to minimization techniques, Rothermel and Harrold define safe coverage techniques as "selection algorithms that include 100% of the modification revealing tests (a test is modification revealing iffitcauses the outputs of certified and modified to differ) [36] ."Asimple change to the above algorithm satisfies a similar kind of safety.T he change collects all test cases that can be shown to test affected or new components of modified by replacing the innermost if statement in Figure 10 with This change does not improve coverage, as selecting one test is sufficient to ensure every affected component that can be shown to be tested by an existing test case is tested. The larger test set may however help uncoverf aults caused by violations of the controlled regression testing assumption. Future empirical work is necessary to determine if the additional testing produces anyadded benefit.
ILLUSTRATIONS
This section presents three programs that illustrate differences,test-case selection, and their combination. Screen dumps from a prototype implementation are shown for each example. This prototype was written in C/C++ with a Tcl/Tk front end. After the illustrations, empirical results, obtained using the prototype, are presented. Figure 11 contains a modified version of the program in Figure 1 used to illustrate the computation of differences. Modified extends certified by adding the lines of procedure main involving prod and the procedure Product.F ollowing the steps of the algorithm, the vertices representing these newstatements are the directly affected points. Theya re also the strongly affected points. The newc all on add in procedure Product causes the vertices representing procedure add to be weakly affected points. The full backward slice with respect to the strongly affected points includes the loop and the assignment to i from main ad the call to increment i in A.T he second pass slice with respect to the weakly affected points includes procedure add,b ut does not ascend out of procedure add;t hus, differences correctly omits the call "add(x, y)" in A and the computation of sum from main.
Illustration 1
Even without performing test-case selection, the computation of differences tells us that the computations of i and sum are preserved. Thus, if certified wastested by twotest cases, one testing the computation of i and the other testing the computation of sum,neither of these test cases need be re-run. Modified is guaranteed to produce the same output as certified for these test cases. All that is required is a test case for the computation of prod.
Looking ahead, test-case selection would determine that an existing test case tests all the newstatements in main and all the statements in Product except those inside the while loop. The reason for this is that the call to Product in modified and the call to A in certified have common execution patterns. Thus anytest case that tests the call to A in main also tests the call to Product and the "top level" statements of Product.T he test-case selection algorithm cannot guarantee that the condition of the while loop will ever be true.I nthis example, it happens to be true;thus, the body of the loop is also tested.
Illustration 2
The second example illustrates the use of test-case selection on an example where differences fails to reduce the size of the program. The program, shown in Figure 12 , has twocomputations whose results are joined. The computations compute the shipping cost and tax due on a purchase. Achange in either computation affects the join point and thus causes differences to include both computations. (Note that for larger programs it should be increasingly unusual for differences to contain all of modified.)
In modified the shipping charge for packages between 5 and 25 dollars has increased from $3.00 to $3.50. Figure 12 components of modified have common execution patterns with their corresponding component in certified.T est case 2 (input cost = 7) tests these three statements in certified.T est case selection correctly selects Test 2 as the only test case that needs to be re-run. It ignores the test cases for other shipping costs and the various tax brackets. (If Test 2 is omitted from the test suite, test-case selection correctly selects Test 3.)
Illustration 3
The third illustration is the word count program shown in Figure 13 . This program reads a file and outputs the number of lines, words, and characters in the file. The "certified" version contains an error: the count of the number of lines is offb yo ne. The modification that corrects this is a one line change in the initialization of the program. The computation of differences and test-case selection help to reduce the cost of testing modified.
Program differences captures the change made to lines in an executable program. In the computation of differences,t he directly affected points are the newa ssignment statement "lines = 0"a nd the statements "lines = lines + 1"a nd "output (lines)", which have incoming flowd ependence edges from "lines = 0." These three vertices are also the affected points (all are strongly affected). The backward slice with respect to these vertices includes the controlling while loop and the statements for reading input. The computation of the number of characters and number of words are not used in the computation of any affected points. Consequently,theyare not included in differences.
Test-case selection also reduces the cost of testing modified.F or each affected vertexofmodified there is at least one vertexofcertified with common execution behavior.( The newstatement in modified," lines = 0," has common execution patterns with any" top level" statement in certified (e.g., "inword=0 "o r" lines = 1"). Thus, no newt est cases are needed. Of the test cases shown in Figure 13 (one input "file" is shown per line ending with a "\0"), tests 1 and 3 are selected. (In fact Test 3 is sufficient as Test 1 tests a subset of the vertices tested by Test 3. At present the implementation does not check for this subset situation.) None of the tests that examine the character counting or the paths through the word counting logic are selected. Tables 2 and 3 belows ummarize results obtained when the prototype implementation was applied to five programs. The first three programs are the proceeding illustrations. The last twoa re representative samples of (1) programs that are computationally intensive,a nd (2) programs that contain complexc ontrol flow. The programs used are a program for predicting the weather,w hich mis-computes the next days expected wind speed, and an ALU emulator,w hich requires the correction of a bug in the increment instruction. These twoare discussed in more detail at the end of this section.
Empir ical Results
The first table shows the size of certified, modified,and differences for each of the fiveprograms. The size reduction ranges from 0% to 85%. Forsmall changes, the following trend develops: as the size of modified increases, so does the percent reduction. Forslicing this trend continues to much larger programs [25] . Differences is computed using slicing, so it is expected to followthis trend. Forlarger changes that can be broken down into a collection of smaller changes, the size of differences is proportional to the number of the small changes. Ta ble2:sizes of the example programs (in statements)
Certified, modified,a nd differences forI llustration 3. The change is hi-lighted in modified.( In the input files,the # character is used to represent a blank.)
The second table contains timing results, in milliseconds, for the fiveprograms. The times were obtained on a DECstation 5000/133 with 16Mb of memory running Ultrix 4.3a. Theya re intended to give a rough idea of the algorithm'sperformance. These numbers do no represent a statistical study.S uch a study is one area for future work (see Section 7). Note that differences of less than 10 milliseconds are meaningless due to the resolution of the timer.F or example, in the shipping cost example certified, modified,a nd differences are all identical, but their times vary from 15 to 19 milliseconds. Note also that times do not include the time to build the SDG as we assume that it is stored and incrementally updated with the program as is done in a programming environment [30] . Ta ble3:analyses times for the example programs (in milliseconds) Table 3 can be used to compare the time taken to recertify modified by directly retesting modified and the time taken to recertify modified by testing differences.F igure 14 shows some of this data graphically.F irst consider using differences without test-case selection. This is done by comparing column 3 (modified on all tests) with the sum of columns 4 and 5 (i.e.,the cost of computing differences and then running it on all tests). The sum is smaller for the last three programs where differences contains less than half of modified.F or the other twoprograms differences contains most of modified and thus the pay back for using differences does not outweigh the cost of computing it. The difference in time taken is dramatic for the computationally intensive weather program.
The second comparison adds the costs and benefits of test-case selection by comparing column 3 with the sum of columns 4, 6, and 7, which givest he cost of computing differences,s electing test cases, and then running differences on the selected test cases. (It is not necessary to include column 5 as differences is run on selected test cases only.) The sum is smaller for all but the second program. For three of the example programs this sum is greater than the cost of running differences on all tests. The sum of columns 4, 6, and 7 is greater than the sum of columns 4 and 5 for 3 of the 5 example programs. This indicates the time taken to select test cases is not paid back by running differences on fewer tests. Table 3 shown graphically.T he Sum/Product graph includes the column numbers from Table 3 used for each bar.T he data for Weather and ALU have been scaled by1 000 and 10 respectively.
This should be less true for programs with larger test suites. Further,e xperimentation on larger programs with larger test suites is needed to determine if this is true in practice.
An additional comparison provides some idea of the benefits of performing test-case selection. Compare column 5, which is the cost of running differences on all tests cases, with column 7, which is the cost of running differences on only the selected test cases. Test-case selection yields an improvement in all fivecases.
Some explanation of the twop rograms not used as illustrations is in order.T he weather program computes tomorrow'st emperature, wind, and barometric pressure as the results of fixed point computations. The wind computation in certified stops prematurely. Modified corrects this problem and completes the computation (thus its increased running time). Differences omits the temperature and barometric pressure computations. Thus, running it on all tests cases reduces the testing time by about two thirds. Test case selection omits the test cases for these computations. Consequently modified on selected test cases (not shown in the table) and differences on all tests cases takes essentially the same time.
The ALU program emulates an ALU with 16 instructions. The test suite contains 32 test cases as some instructions contain multiple control-flowpaths. The emulation of the increment instruction is incorrect in certified and corrected in modified.I na ddition to the corrected increment procedure, differences contains code shared by all instructions (e.g.,i nstruction de-code, code to perform bit shifts, etc.). When differences is run on all test cases, test cases that do not need to be re-run still exercise this shared code. Thus there is room for test-case selection to makea ni mprovement. For this program, testcase selection correctly determines that no newtest cases need to be developed and that only one of the 32 original test cases needs to be re-run. Running differences on only the selected test cases provides a substantial time reduction overrunning differences on all test cases.
RELATED WORK
This section has twop arts. The first and smaller part deals with finding semantic differences; the second larger part deals with reducing the cost of coverage based regression testing. In order to concentrate on the aforementioned twokinds of related work, which more closely relate to the topic of this paper,this section does not discuss the more general topic of software testing. White provides a broader and more complete survey ofsoftware testing methods [40] .
Several algorithms for computing semantic differences have been described [7, 18, 20, 42, 17] . The algorithm described by Binkleye ta l. [7] generalizes that described by Horwitz el al. [18] . It is the foundation of the semantic differencing algorithms presented in this paper.B oth of these algorithms perform semantics based program integration: givenap rogram Base and twov ariants, A and B,e ach created by modifying separate copies of Base,the goal of program integration is to determine whether the modifications interfere, and if theydonot, to create an integrated program that incorporates changed behavior of A and B with respect to Base along with the behavior common to all three programs. The same ∆ operator used in the computation of the program differences,isused to capture changed behavior: ∆( A, Base)captures the changed behavior of A with respect to Base and ∆(B, Base)c aptures the changed behavior of B with respect to Base.R eps and Horwitz overviewed program integration and the related uses of dependence graphs [20] .
The potential usefulness of computing differences can be illustrated by comparing it with certain control-flowgraph based techniques [2, 13, 29, 16] . The goal of one [2] , for example, is to determine which paths in the control-flowg raph are affected by a change. Unfortunately,c ontrol-flow-graph paths techniques can suffer because multiple computations can share a single control-flowgraph path. Forexample, Procedure A in Figure 1 contains a single control-flowg raph path but twoc omputations (the newv alues of x and y). Since the need to retest the computation of x or y includes this path, it forces the need to retest both. This is observed in the following quotation:
if, indeed, the first program block is modified by,f or example, the addition of a variable initialization, then all the program paths will be modified ... and will thus have tob er etested. It may,h owev er, bet he case that only a small subset of these paths actually use the initialized variable [2] .
Because dependence graphs "throwa way" unnecessary sequencing information contained in control-flow graphs, the technique presented herein is capable of identifying the twodistinct computations in Procedure A of Figure 1 and including only the affected one in differences.
An improvement to the single procedure program integration algorithm [42] leads to an improveda lgorithm for intraprocedural differencing [17] . These algorithms use a modified dependence graph called the ProgramRepresentation Graph (PRG), which combines features of the PDG and Static Single Assignment (SSA) form [11] . Even though PRG based algorithms better identify components with equivalent behavior in the absence of procedures and procedure calls, attempts to extend this work to handle procedures and procedure calls have thus far been unsuccessful.
The second kind of related work deals with reducing the cost of regression testing by performing testcase selection. Previous coverage based test-case selection algorithms can be viewed as optimistic solutions to the test-case selection problem because theya ssume that test cases exercise the same components in certified and modified (for example see [29] and [16] ). This is in contrast to the pessimistic solution presented herein. Optimistic solutions makethe assumption that a test case will exercise the same components in certified and modified.S ince another change may affect the flowofcontrol through modified,t his assumption may be invalid. Toh andle cases in which this optimism is misguided these techniques run the test cases theyb elieve are required and record the actual components tested. Newt est cases are then devised to coveruntested components. In comparison, the pessimistic approach described in this paper deals with multiple changes to certified by partitioning components based on common execution patterns regardless of the number of changes made.
In terms of computational costs, the optimistic approach avoids the cost of determining components with common execution patterns, but incurs the costs of running unnecessary test cases and of creating and running newtest cases. The cost of computing common execution patterns is bounded by the size of the program. The cost of running test cases is unbounded in the program'ss ize; it is bounded only by the execution time of the program. Empirical experience would be useful in further comparing these twop ossibilities.
One advantage of the optimistic approach is when the pessimistic approach cannot safely showt hat any test tests a component event hough such a test exists. For example, consider replacing "if a >0"w ith "if a ≥ 0."T his change may affect the direction taken by the if statement; thus, the pessimistic approach cannot safely determine that the same path is taken. But it does not affect the direction for a test with a = 10. Here the optimistic approach would discovert his when it ran the a = 10 test. The pessimistic approach will identify components in the if statement'sb ody as needing newt est cases. One place to search for newtest cases is in certified's test suite; for example, the test with a = 10.
Manyp revious approaches account for direct changes to the program but may miss indirect ones. Consider the following problem: If the results are used in several places, it is easy for the programmer to concentrate on only one or twoofthose uses, and not to be aw are of the uses in other places [29] .
Retesting of directly affected definition-use pairs (flowdependence edges) is sufficient if the use is directly affected by the change. However, a change may affect a use "down stream" in the computation. The techniques presented in this paper correctly identify affected down-stream uses.
Rothermel and Harrold recently compared 13 regression test cost reduction techniques using four metrics: inclusiveness, precision, efficiency( complexity) and generality [36] . The following discussion of related work does not attempt to duplicate their work. Rather,weconsider first the test-case selection algorithm of Rothermel and Harrold [34, 35] , which produces results very similar to the test-case selection algorithm presented in Section 4, and then three other algorithms that use program slicing.
Rothermel and Harrold'sfi rst test-case selection method concentrates on the use of control dependence to identify cases that must be rerun [34] . The algorithm does not directly incorporate the effects of changes in data dependence when identifying changes and their effects. Tocapture semantic changes and thus provide coverage guarantees, it is necessary to consider both control and data dependence changes.
An extension of their work [35] , which accounts for both control and data dependence, first considers intraprocedural test-case selection and then interprocedural test-case selection. This neww ork makes several insightful observations about reducing the cost of retesting software. Both algorithms begin with the enter vertices of the (main) procedures of certified and modified and perform side-by-side postorder traversals of the twographs. During the traversals, tests to be rerun are collected. The traversals stop at leaf nodes or predicates that are directly affected points. Asecond pass is made over modified's graph to discovercomponents that are not tested. This pass uses slicing to identify untested components.
Their extension to interprocedural test-case selection essentially applies the intraprocedural test-case selection algorithm to (a minor modification of) the SDG. This extension is less precise (selects a larger number of tests) than the approach presented herein because of approximations in certain cases involving interprocedural data dependences present in the modified SDG. The interprocedural coverage algorithm represents a more substantial overhaul of the intraprocedural algorithm and is correspondingly more complex. Their approach and the one considered in Section 4 produce very similar results, but contain radically different internals. While a thorough comparison would require stating Rothermel and Harrold'salgorithm in detail, the following twodifferences are representative.
First, the approach in this paper formalizes "exercised flowd ependence edge" better and consequently deals better with identifying new, affected, preserved,and deleted flowdependence edges. This leads to better identification of which flowd ependence edges need to be re-tested. Fore xample, when an intervening definition (nested within a control predicate) is executed, the definition of exercises correctly captures only test cases that do not execute this intervening definition.
Second, the statement of the algorithm developed in this paper makes use of higher-leveloperators (e.g., slicing operators). This allows the hard problem of performing test-case selection to be separated from the hard problem of capturing semantic properties of programs using dependences. In contrast, Rothermel and Harrold'sa lgorithm considers individual data and control dependences directly in the test-case selection algorithm, which is in general more complicated and thus more error prone.
Three techniques that makeuse of program slicing are presented by Gupta et al. [15] , Bates and Horwitz [1] , and Kamkar et al. [22] . The first of these makes the observation that existing techniques identify directly affected def-use pairs, but not indirectly affected def-use pairs [15] (A def-use pair contains the same information as a flowd ependence edge.) It then goes on to use program slicing to capture both directly and indirectly affected def-use pairs, which are categorized as new, value (affected in the terminology of this paper), and path (a kind of transitive dependence). Finally,itpresents several algorithms including an algorithm for identifying the definitions that reach a givenstatement.
Bates and Horwitz [1] proposed the use of dependence graph based test data adequacyc riterion. Their algorithms are efficient since slicing a dependence graph is a linear time operation. Bates and Horwitz introduce a number of test data adequacycriterion based on dependence graphs and then relate them to control flowand data flowcriterion. Finally,theypresent algorithms for test-case selection based on their new criterion.
Third, Kamkar et al. apply dynamic slicing to interprocedural data flowt esting [22] . Their goal is to increase the reliability of testing and not test case reduction. The use of dynamic slicing in place of static slicing should be considered. Whereas a static slice uses static analysis to determine dependences, a dynamic slice uses a particular execution of a program. This allows a more precise identification of dependences (in particular data dependences) because information about aliases and the values of predicates are known at run time. However, a dynamic slice applies to a particular run of a particular program. The ramification to test-case selection, after a modification to a certified program, is that a change in the certified program may change the statements executed by a test case; therefore, changing the dynamic slice. Thus, while dynamic slicing is useful in increasing the reliability of testing, it cannot be applied to the test-case selection problem.
SUMMARYAND FUTURE WORK
Knowing the semantic differences between twoprograms is useful in manyprogram maintenance activities, not the least of which is reducing the cost of regression testing. The techniques described in this paper can reduce costs in three ways: theycan reduce the complexity of the program on which tests must be run, they can reduce the number of existing test cases that must rerun, and theyc an reduce the number of newt est cases that must be created. This algorithm is an important improvement overprevious algorithms in one or more of the following three ways:
(1) It uses semantic changes rather than syntactic changes to identify affected components of the program and the test cases that must be rerun. To beclear,the semantics of a program are approximated by our techniques. Program semantics form the basis for the definitions of dependence, program slicing, common execution behavior,and differences.H owev er, the actual algorithms, which are based on the semantic definitions, must necessarily work with programs. These algorithms compute safe approximations to the semantic definitions. Forexample, if the algorithm in Figure 9 determines that twocomponents have isomorphic calling-context slices (a syntactic condition) then the components have common execution patterns (a semantic condition). However, ifthe algorithm cannot determine that twocomponents have isomorphic calling-context slices, then it makes the safe assumption that theyd on ot have common execution patterns. Erring on the safe side is necessary,since exact static analysis of semantic properties is an unsolvable problem.
(2) On test cases that the algorithm determines do not need to be rerun, it guarantees that certified and modified will have the same behavior.Aproof appears in [6] .
(3) It works in the presence of procedures and procedure calls, which is increasingly important as paradigms such as object-oriented programming produce programs with large numbers of procedures.
We also defined the notion of common execution pattern, which is useful in understanding which test cases for certified test components of modified.T he algorithm for calling-context slices provides a method of determining when twocomponents have common execution patterns.
Most of the algorithms presented in this paper are based on the operation of program slicing. We hav e constructed a prototype implementation for a subset of C that uses a simple slicer.W ea re exploring an implementation of these algorithms using Unravel( an ANSI C slicer) [25] . This would allowu st os tudy larger "real-world" programs. Such a study could be carried out using the techniques presented in [24] , which describes a model for comparing the cost of the selective regression testing strategies with traditional retest-all strategy.
In particular,the following tradeoffs will be explored. First, the tradeoffbetween minimal coverage and safe coverage. Minimal techniques are expected to select fewer test cases. We may find that minimal techniques do nearly as well at detecting faults in practice as safe coverage techniques, but save a great deal of time overs afe coverage techniques. Or,w em yfi nd that minimal approaches detect far fewer faults than safe coverage techniques, but are a cheap way to get some testing done in certain situations. Some evidence that minimization techniques may be "just as good" as safe techniques is giveni nas tudy of minimization and safe coverage techniques perform by Wong et al. [41] .
Tw o comparisons are needed. The first will compare the number of faults detected by minimization and by safe coverage techniques. The number of faults detected for minimization techniques should be less than or equal to the number detected by safe techniques. If it is less, then a comparison of the cost of missing faults with the cost of running additional tests is necessary.
The implementation will also be used to access the significance of the controlled regression testing assumption. If asignificant number of faults are related to factors such as memory placement and available memory then selective regression testing of differences is of limited use. If, on the other hand, all or ev enmost faults are found using selected tests, then selective regression testing becomes more attractive.
In particular,the implementation will be used to access the impact of testing differences in place of modified.A ne xample of a failure not caught when testing differences is a test on which modified would run out of memory but differences does not. This study will be a comparison between the savings gained by running differences in place of modified,and the cost of missing a fault that would have been caught by testing modified directly.B ya nalogy,e arly compilers were viewed with skepticism, but ultimately prove tob ec ost savers and thus are in common use. If techniques such as the selective regression testing are cost savers, theytoo will come into common use. This may require significant empirical evidence to build the necessary confidence in the newapproach.
In conclusion, the algorithms presented in this paper allowasmaller number of test cases to be run on a smaller program. These algorithms are expected to work best on small to moderate changes of large programs where high cost may makemaintainers reluctant to perform the regression testing. Consider the following remark by Brian Marick [27] :
While the long-term benefits of an automated test suite are enormous, the startup cost can be high. Fore xample, testing individual routines in isolation (unit testing) is too expensive except for most critical routines. Yo us pend too much time writing test drivers and the stubs that emulate the subroutines the routine-undertest calls. ... Initial test development is bad enough; maintenance becomes a nightmare, and the unit tests are often abandoned.
Having a lower cost method that guarantees the same testing coverage as complete regression testing could remove this reluctance.
